Learn Russian in the heart of Russia

InTC

Russian Language
Courses

Our school
Established as a language school in 1991, InTC has a great location in the centre of
Yaroslavl. Students love learning in such an historic area that also has all restaurants,
shops and entertainment you would want from a modern city. The school is close to
public transport, which makes travelling to accommodation easy. The charming
architecture of this part of the city is the ideal location for students to study in a relaxed,
friendly and informal atmosphere.
Mission
Our mission is to foster the learning of the Russian language and culture through our
programs.
We believe the best way to learn Russian is to fully immerse in the language and culture
of Russia. We aim to provide a 'home away from home' for our students, by assisting
them with airport transfers, accommodation and continuous support during their stay. We
believe that better cultural understanding brings people together and benefits all. When
our students leave us, we want them to take with them an improved level of Russian, a
better understanding of the world, improved opportunities and memories and experiences
they will never forget.
High-Quality Teaching
The teaching staff at InTC are qualified professionals in teaching Russian as a foreign
language with lots of experience and enthusiasm. There is a continuous program of staff
development and training to make sure that InTC uses up-to-date teaching methods and
materials.
The Russian language courses we offer are student-centred, varied, stimulating and of
the highest possible standards. This is reflected in our long and successful history in
teaching to both groups and individuals. Our teachers discuss your Russian language
needs with you to

Russian Courses
Improving your Russian starts here.
Attend a course with us and we guarantee your Russian will improve. All our courses are
high-quality and are taught by qualified and friendly teachers. Find the course that is best
for you.
Decide how long you want to study for, how many hours per week and we'll help you find
a Russian course that's right for you.
Standard (20 lessons per week) or Intensive (30 lessons per week)
Why choose our Russian courses?






Essential listening & speaking, reading & writing skills
Russian for the real world
Russian in context (use TV, the Internet and interactive games to learn)
Develop a special interest or improve weaker areas of Russian
Make steady progress with tests, reports and support from qualified teachers

FAQs
 Do I need to take an entry test before I book?
No, you’ll be tested on arrival to make sure you’re in a class that’s just right for your
level.

Standard Russian
Course structure
20 Russian lessons per week in a group of max. 10 people (If there is only one
participant, sessions will be reduced to 10).
Improve grammar, vocabulary and conversation skills
Entry level
Suitable for all levels from Beginner to Advanced. See your level of Russian.
Timetable
Morning and/or afternoon*, Monday-Friday
*Receive your actual timetable on arrival
Lesson Length
45 minutes
Course duration
2-52 weeks
Starting date
Any Monday (except national holidays)
Certification
At the end of the course, receive the InTC Certificate documenting your language level.
Assessment and progress
Stay focussed with personal learning plans, entry/exit test, weekly test/review and a
monthly test/report.

Intensive Russian
Course structure
30 Russian lessons per week in a group of max. 10 people (If there is only one
participant, sessions will be reduced to 15).
Improve grammar, vocabulary and conversation skills
Entry level
Suitable for all levels from Beginner to Advanced. See your level of Russian.
Timetable
Morning and/or afternoon*, Monday-Friday
*Receive your actual timetable on arrival
Lesson Length
45 minutes
Course duration
2-52 weeks
Starting date
Any Monday (except national holidays)
Certification
At the end of the course, receive the InTC Certificate documenting your language
level.
Assessment and progress
Stay focused with personal learning plans, entry/exit test, weekly test/review and a
monthly test/report.

One-to-one
One-to-one lessons are all about you. You’re the one answering all the questions and
doing all the exercises, so if you want to focus and make fast progress book one-toone private lessons.
Whether you are a Beginner or Advanced, or any level in between, one-to-one lessons
are the very best way to ensure that you make efficient and speedy progress.
Why choose one-to-one lessons?





Individual attention with just one teacher and one student
Targeted, fast progress with personal learning plans
Improve weaker areas
Improve specific areas of the Russian language for work or further study

Why not book one-to-one lessons when you book your main course?
FAQs
How can I book one-to-one lessons?
When you complete our booking form, simply add one-to-one lessons as an Optional
extra to your form.
When will I have a one-to-one lesson?
It will be timetabled at the end of your main lessons, adding a further 45-90 minutes to
your school day. Your will be informed of your exact schedule soon after your arrival.
Can I just book one-to-one lessons, without booking a group course?
Yes, you can book only one-to-one lessons without group classes if you book 15
private lessons per week or more.
Can I just book more than 10 one-to-one lessons per week in addition to the
group course?
We don't recommend it. One-to-one lessons can be quite tiring and we think an
additional 10 lessons per week is about the maximum that can be managed on top of a
group course.

Accommodation
InTC is a Russian language school located in the heart of the city. We have a wide
choice of accommodation for students studying Russian in Yaroslavl with us. You can
choose from shared apartments, hotels and host families.
Host Family
This popular accommodation option is the ideal choice if you want to practice your
Russian outside the classroom and learn about Russian culture and way of life first
hand. Homestay at Yaroslavl offers:






Our lowest price accommodation option
Carefully selected and monitored hosts
Half board meal plan
Choice of single or shared rooms (for students travelling together)
All bed linen and towels provided
Our homestays are located on average 15-30 minutes from the centre by public
transport.
Shared Apartments
Stay in an apartment with English language students from all around the world.
Apartments are modern, have everything you need for a comfortable stay and just in 3
min walk from the main school building.
They are a good choice for students who want to share with only a few people and
stay in the city centre.
Hotel
If you would like to have your own, independent accommodation, we can make a
reservation for you at one of our local hotels.
You can choose from economy hostels (shared rooms) with the average cost per night
starts from 10 euro, mid-range hotels or 4 Star Hotels.
Please send you request to us and we will offer you the best option for your needs.

Fees
All fees are in Euro.
Russian Courses

Course Length

Standard Russian
Course
(20 lessons/week)
Weekly Fees

Intensive
Russian
Course
(30
lessons/week)
Weekly Fees

Lessons
per week

One-to-one Course

5

€150

10

€250

2 - 11 Weeks

€190

€230

15

€330

12 - 23 Weeks

€180

€220

20

€400

24 - 31 Weeks

€170

€210

25

€425

32+ Weeks

€150

€200

30

€450

Accommodation
Weekly Fee
Type
Single

Twin

Homestay with halfboard

€85

€70

Shared apartment with kitchen in use

€150

€110

Economy hotel

On request

On request

Standard hotel

On request

On request

Other Fees
For

Fees

Enrolment fee

€150

Accommodation placement fee

€100

Airport transfer one way

€200

Courier fee

€100

Russian Language Levels
Level

CEFR
Level

Your ability

You can speak and understand Russian in a very
limited way.
Beginner

0

In a few weeks:
be able to shop or travel with basic Russian. You will
know the fundamentals of Russian pronunciation.
You can understand language used in everyday
situations if the speaker speaks slowly and clearly.

Elementary

A1

By the end of this level:
make simple sentences and reply to simple questions;
talk about likes/dislikes, family and routines; order a
meal in a restaurant/go shopping and understand and
write basic text.

You can communicate in a range of everyday social
and travel contexts.
PreIntermediate

A2

By the end of this level:
talk with confidence (go shopping, book a hotel room);
make conversation in Russian; write and understand
simple written text and understand a wider range of
grammar and vocabulary.

You can speak Russian with some confidence.

Intermediate

B1

By the end of this level:
take part in routine conversations; write & understand
simple written text; make notes & understand most of
the general meaning of lectures, meetings, TV
programmes and extract basic information from a
written document.

You can use Russian effectively.
Upper
Intermediate

B2

By the end of this level:
take part in extended conversations; write & understand
most text, including a simple essay; understand most of
a TV programme, presentation or lecture, but not
technical or theoretical information.
You can use Russian in a range of culturally appropriate
ways.

Advanced

C1

By the end of this level:
take part in lengthy conversations & discussions; write
and understand most text including formal, academic
and professional documents; easily understand TV,
plays, films, lectures and presentations.
You can use Russian with ease and fluency.

Proficient

C2

To improve:
Increase your understanding of the nuances of the
language and engage in independent reading to
develop your vocabulary further.

Contact us
InTC
150000, Russia, Yaroslavl
Pervomayskaya St., 25
Tel: +7 4852 305080
e-mail: Russian@intcrussia.com
www.intcrussia.com

